Key Cases Criminal Law
Recognizing the quirk ways to get this book Key Cases Criminal Law is additionally useful. You have remained in right site to start getting this info.
get the Key Cases Criminal Law connect that we find the money for here and check out the link.
You could purchase lead Key Cases Criminal Law or get it as soon as feasible. You could quickly download this Key Cases Criminal Law after getting
deal. So, next you require the books swiftly, you can straight get it. Its consequently unquestionably simple and consequently fats, isnt it? You have to
favor to in this circulate

Advanced Introduction to Landmark Criminal Cases - Fletcher,
George P. 2021-10-19
This engaging and accessible book focuses on high-profile criminal trials
and examines the strategy of the lawyers, the reasons for conviction or
acquittal, as well as the social importance of these famous cases.
Cases & Materials on Criminal Law - Mike Molan 2009-01-13
Cases and Materials on Criminal Law provides a comprehensive selection
of key materials drawn from law reports, legislation, Law Commission
consultation papers and reports, and Home Office publications. Clear
and highly accessible, this volume is presented in a coherent structure
and provides full coverage of the topics commonly found in the criminal
law syllabus. The range of thoughtfully selected materials and
authoritative commentary ensures that this book provides an essential
collection of materials and analysis to stimulate the reader and assist in
the study of this difficult and challenging area of law. New features
include: revised text design with clear page layout, headings and boxed
and shaded sections to aid navigation and readability chapter
introductions to highlight the salient features under discussion short
chapter table of contents to enable easier navigation "Comments and
Questions" sections to encourage students to reflect on their reading
expanded further reading to encourage students to engage further with
the subject a Companion Website to provide regular updates to the book.
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Recent decisions of note that are extracted and analysed include R v
Kennedy (manslaughter based on supply of heroin); Attorney General for
Jersey v Holley (provocation); R v Mark and R v Willoughby (elements of
killing by gross negligence); R v Barnes (consent as a defence to sporting
injuries); Attorney General’s Reference (No 3 of 2004) (accessorial
liability) and R v Hatton (intoxicated mistake in self defence cases).
Consideration is also given to the likely changes to the law relating to
corporate manslaughter, at the time of writing contained in the
Corporate Manslaughter and Corporate Homicide Bill currently before
Parliament. Two major law reform publications are extensively extracted
and contextualised in this 4th edition - the Law Commission’s report on
Murder, Manslaughter and Infanticide (Law Com No 304) and the Law
Commission’s Report on Inchoate Liability for Assisting and Encouraging
Crime (Law Com No 300). This book is an invaluable reference for
students on undergraduate or CPE/PG Diploma in Law criminal law
courses, particularly those studying independently or on distance
learning programmes.
Criminal Law - Jacqueline Martin 2014
Key Facts Key Cases: Criminal Law will ensure you grasp the main
concepts of your Criminal Law module with ease. This book explains the
facts and associated case law for: the important concepts of actus reus,
mens rea and strict liability the main fatal and non-fatal offences against
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the person a wide range of property offences general defences the topics
of participation and inchoate offences Key Facts Key Cases is the
essential series for anyone studying law at LLB, postgraduate and
conversion courses. The series provides the simplest and most effective
way to absorb and retain all of the material essential for passing your
exams. Each chapter includes: diagrams at the start of chapters to
summarise key points structured headings and numbered points to allow
for clear recall of the essential points charts and tables to break down
more complex information Chapters are also supported by a Key Cases
section which provides the simplest and most effective way to absorb and
memorise essential cases needed for exam success. Essential and leading
cases are explained The style, layout and explanations are user friendly
Cases are broken down into key components by use of a clear system of
symbols for quick and easy visual recognition
Smith, Hogan, and Ormerod's Text, Cases, and Materials on Criminal
Law - David (Professor of Criminal Justice Ormerod, University College
London and Deputy High Court Judge) 2020-06-22
Smith, Hogan, and Ormerod's Text, Cases, and Materials on Criminal
Law is a thorough and accessible guide to criminal law, providing
invaluable extracts from key cases, statutes, and expert articles, which
have been carefully selected to illuminate the core of criminal law.
Ormerod and Lairdexpertly guide the reader through the various facets
of the law while posing stimulating questions for students to investigate
further and reflect upon.This book provides the law student with
everything they need to develop a thorough understanding of this
fascinating subject.Online Resourceswww.oup.com/uk/shoThis book is
accompanied by a selection of online resources, including detailed
annual updates, useful web links, and outline answer guidance to
selected in-text questions.
Criminal Law - Jonathan (Professor of Law Herring, Exeter College
Oxford) 2020-05-04
Criminal Law: Text, Cases, and Materials offers comprehensive legal
coverage and insightful analysis alongside expertly selected extracts
from key cases and academic sources.The effective two-part structure of
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each chapter in the book - the first part explaining the law as it is, the
second examining the theoretical aspects of the law - ensures that
readers not only gain a secure understanding of the law itself but also
acquire a fundamental appreciation of thesurrounding philosophical and
ethical debates. Important theoretical material is made accessible to
students through a particularly engaging writing style. The author's
clarity of expression brings the subject to life and places the law in
context.This text is an essential and complete resource for all those
wanting to get to grips with the fascinating and sometimes challenging
area of criminal law.Online ResourcesThis book is accompanied by online
resources, including:DT An introductory video from the author DT
Multiple choice questions DT Guidance on selected questions from the
book DT Key case flashcards DT Useful web links DT A full bibliography
Criminal Law and Its Processes - Sanford H. Kadish 2016-12-21
Buy a new version of this Connected Casebook and receive ACCESS to
the online e-book, practice questions from your favorite study aids, and
an outline tool on CasebookConnect, the all in one learning solution for
law school students. CasebookConnect offers you what you need most to
be successful in your law school classes - portability, meaningful
feedback, and greater efficiency. This looseleaf version of the Connected
Casebook does not come with a binder. From a preeminent authorship
team, Criminal Law and its Processes: Cases and Materials, Tenth
Edition, continues in the tradition of its best-selling predecessors by
providing students not only with a cohesive policy framework through
which they can understand and examine the use of criminal laws as a
means for social control but also analytic tools to understand and apply
important criminal law doctrines. Instead of presenting the elements of
various crimes in a disjointed fashion, Criminal Law and its Processes:
Cases and Materials focuses on having students develop a nuanced
understanding of the underlying principles, rules, and policy rationales
that inform all criminal laws. A cases-and-notes pedagogy along with
scholarly excerpts, questions, and notes, provides students with a rich
foundation for not only the academic examination of criminal laws but
also the application of the law to real-world scenarios. Features: Retains
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prior edition's principal cases and Notes and Questions approach to
explain and probe fundamental concepts. Notes updated to incorporate
contemporary cases and recent news touching on criminal law. Inclusion
of additional preeminent cases in the field of criminal law, including:
Yates v. United States, 135 S. Ct. 1074, (Supreme Court application of
common statutory interpretation techniques and the rule of lenity)
Rosamond v. United States, 134 S. Ct. 1240, (Supreme Court
examination of accomplice liability) Perry v. Florida (examination of the
agreement requirement for conspiracy through the lens of a Florida
sexual battery offense). Theft (chapter 9) substantially revised to include
new principal case dealing with trespassers takers in the credit card
context. Expanded discussion of: mass incarceration and
prosecutorial/law enforcement discretion; and, the intersections between
race and criminal law CasebookConnect features: ONLINE E-BOOK Law
school comes with a lot of reading, so access your enhanced e-book
anytime, anywhere to keep up with your coursework. Highlight, take
notes in the margins, and search the full text to quickly find coverage of
legal topics. PRACTICE QUESTIONS Quiz yourself before class and prep
for your exam in the Study Center. Practice questions from Examples &
Explanations, Emanuel Law Outlines, Emanuel Law in a Flash flashcards,
and other best-selling study aid series help you study for exams while
tracking your strengths and weaknesses to help optimize your study
time. OUTLINE TOOL Most professors will tell you that starting your
outline early is key to being successful in your law school classes. The
Outline Tool automatically populates your notes and highlights from the
e-book into an editable format to accelerate your outline creation and
increase study time later in the semester.
Contemporary Criminal Law - Matthew Lippman 2009-09-25
This is a comprehensive, introductory criminal law textbook that expands
upon traditional concepts and cases by coverage of the most
contemporary topics and issues. Contemporary material, including
terrorism, computer crimes, and hate crimes, serves to illuminate the
ever-evolving relationship between criminal law, society and the criminal
justice system's role in balancing competing interests. The case method
key-cases-criminal-law

is used throughout the book as an effective and creative learning
tool.Features include:" vignettes, core concepts, 'Cases and Concepts',
'You Decides, excerpts from state statutes, 'legal equations' and Crime in
the News boxes" fully developed end-of-chapter pedagogy includes
review questions, legal terminology and 'Criminal Law on the Web'
resources" instructor resources (including PowerPoint slides, a
computerized testbank and classroom activities) and a Student Study
Site accompany this text
Essential Cases - Jonathan Herring 2022
'Criminal Law' provides a bridge between course textbooks and key case
judgments. 'Essential Cases' provides you with succinct summaries of
some of the landmark and most influential cases in criminal law. Each
summary begins with a review of the main case facts and decision. The
summary is then concluded with expert commentary on the case from the
author, Jonathan Herring, including his assessment of the wider
questions raised by the decision.
Criminal Law and Its Processes - Sanford H. Kadish 2022-02-10
Buy a new version of this textbook and receive access to the Connected
eBook with Study Center on CasebookConnect, including: lifetime access
to the online ebook with highlight, annotation, and search capabilities;
practice questions from your favorite study aids; an outline tool and
other helpful resources. Connected eBooks provide what you need most
to be successful in your law school classes. Now in its 11th edition,
Criminal Law and Its Processes: Cases and Materials covers all the
doctrinal material and key criminal justice policy questions an instructor
may want to explore for a either a one-semester or year-long course in
criminal law. From a preeminent authorship team, Criminal Law and its
Processes: Cases and Materials, Eleventh Edition, continues in the
tradition of its best-selling predecessors by providing students not only
with a cohesive policy framework through which they can understand
and examine the use of criminal laws as a means for social control, but
also analytic tools to understand and apply important criminal law
doctrines. Criminal Law and its Processes: Cases and Materials focuses
on having students develop a nuanced understanding of the underlying
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principles, rules, and policy rationales that inform all criminal laws. A
cases-and-notes pedagogy along with scholarly excerpts, questions, and
notes, provides students with a rich foundation for not only the academic
examination of criminal laws but also the application of the law to realworld scenarios. New to the Eleventh Edition: Enhanced treatment of
America’s long-overdue reckoning with over-criminalization, mass
incarceration, and discriminatory law enforcement Discussion of
abolitionist critiques of American penal law and consideration of
restorative justice as a possible alternative to traditional punishment The
chapter on rape makes more readily understandable the major split
between states that still require proof of some kind of force and those
that now make absence of consent sufficient. The material also contains
more depth for discussion of the increasingly important question of what
“consent” means, including several of the most recent cases and the new
Model Penal Code provisions on rape approved by the ALI membership in
June 2021. In-depth treatment of racial profiling and police use of
excessive force, and a broader discussion of structural pressures and
biases in the context of exploring the expansion of excuses Broader
exploration of what society chooses to criminalize and prioritize for
enforcement Updated notes to incorporate contemporary cases and
recent news touching on criminal law Inclusion of additional preeminent
cases in the field of criminal law, including: Kahler v. Kansas as a
principal case in the material on the insanity defense Two new cases on
the actus reus of conspiracy – the first in a drug distribution context and
the second addressing Apple’s strategy for marketing ebooks on its iPad
Professors and students will benefit from: Cohesive Intellectual
Framework Grounds student understanding of criminal law as an
instrument of social control?and provides analytical tools to interpret and
understand doctrine Holistic approach encourages students to develop
an understanding of principles and rules applicable to all crimes Casesand-notes pedagogy Includes excerpted materials, questions, and
problems useful for Socratic instruction and policy discussions
Challenging Problems ? Places discussion of the law and policy in
relevant, real-world scenarios Enhance students’ understanding of basic
key-cases-criminal-law

principles and test their application of these principles to particular
offenses
Criminal Law - Jonathan Herring 2018
'Criminal Law' provides a bridge between course textbooks and key case
judgments. The 'Essential Cases' series provides you with succinct
summaries of some of the landmark and most influential cases in
criminal law. Each summary begins with a review of the main case facts
and decision. The summary is then concluded with expert commentary
on the case from the author, Jonathan Herring, including his assessment
of the wider questions raised by the decision.
Criminal Law Today - Frank Schmalleger 2016-01-05
Bringing criminal law to life. Criminal Law Today, 6/e, brings criminal
law to life by relating it to real stories from today's headlines. The text's
approach is strongly influenced by the belief that the law has always
been, and remains, a vital policy-making tool. As a topic for study and
discussion, the nature and life of the law is more important today than
ever before. The text highlights the challenges that face the law as it
continues to adapt to the needs of a complex and rapidly changing
society and features a balanced text/casebook approach that provides a
lively introduction to criminal law. Effective in-text learning tools give
students the resources they need to master the material presented in the
text. To give your students the most accurate picture of criminal law
today, the material on law and crime is updatedthroughout the Sixth
Edition. New cases and stories drawn from recent real-life events are
included to draw readers into the material and help them contextualize
how theory translates into practice. Criminal Law Today, 6/e, is also
available via REVEL(tm), an interactive learning environment that
enables students to read, practice, and study in one continuous
experience. Learn more.
Advanced Introduction to Landmark Criminal Cases - George P. Fletcher
2021-10-28
This engaging and accessible book focuses on high-profile criminal trials
and examines the strategy of the lawyers, the reasons for conviction or
acquittal, as well as the social importance of these famous cases.
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On the Principles of Criminal Law - Caroline Frances Cornwallis 1846
International Criminal Law: Cases and Commentary - Antonio
Cassese 2011-02-24
The decisions presented in the book are helpfully accompanied by short
introductions setting out the circumstances of each case and brief
commentaries on the importance of the decision and principles
illustrated. --Book Jacket.
Smith, Hogan, and Ormerod's Text, Cases, and Materials on
Criminal Law - David Ormerod 2017
Ormerod and Laird present a thorough yet accessible student guide to
the criminal law, supported by a wealth of key extracts from judgments,
statutes, reports, and academic articles.
Criminal Law and Procedure for the Paralegal - Edward C. Carter
2019-09-13
Using actual examples from practice, Criminal Law and Procedure for
the Paralegal, Third Edition, teaches students about the real-world
experience of the paralegal, with coverage of local, state, and federal
criminal cases. Working with the various types of cases presented in this
book familiarizes students with the role of the paralegal in the process of
investigation, prosecution, and defense, in criminal cases. Edward
Carter’s successful building-block approach explains the basic elements
of all criminal offenses and how those elements are used to define
crimes. New to the Third Edition: Updated throughout, with deeper
examination of certain subjects and new material reflecting the evolution
of certain areas of the law in response to technology. New case cites
throughout, with discussion of Carpenter v. United States, Madison v.
Alabama, and Timbs v. Indiana decisions. Expanded discussion of
universal jurisdiction in Chapter 6. New section on searches of
electronically stored information In Chapter 16. Examines the two
different views courts have developed about how the rules relating to
overbreadth and particularity should be applied to searches of
electronically stored information, discusses the Stored Communications
Act of 1986 and the 2018 amendment to the Act relating to search
key-cases-criminal-law

warrants for stored communications of “U.S. persons,” and contains a
discussion of the application of the plain view rule to searches of
electronically stored information. Expanded discussion of the cruel and
unusual punishment clause of the Eighth Amendment in Chapter 21 now
covers when that clause prohibits the execution of a person who becomes
incompetent after being sentenced to death, along with consideration of
the application of the excessive fines clause to civil forfeitures.
Professors and students will benefit from: A sensible, four-part
organization: Introduction to the criminal justice system Distinction
between criminal law and criminal procedure Criminal law Criminal
procedure Clear explanations of the basic elements of all criminal
offenses, including an accessible, systematic approach to analyzing the
legal nature of any criminal offense. Edited cases that illustrate key
concepts. Eye on Ethics and Historical Perspective sidebars. Helpful
pedagogy, including chapter objectives, definitions in the margins, and
review questions. An integrated treatment of white-collar crime. Broad
coverage of a wide range of criminal investigations, from police
investigations to administrative and grand jury investigations.
Constitutional Law in Criminal Justice - Tina M. Fielding Fryling
2020-02-13
Constitutional Law in Criminal Justice provides readers with a detailed
view of how the Constitution guides the actions of law enforcement
officials, including police officers, judges, attorneys, and other courtrelated personnel. The text covers all amendments related to criminal
procedure, with an emphasis on search and seizure rules and how courts
interpret those rules. The text gives the history of each amendment, how
the Supreme Court has interpreted each amendment, and how
professionals in the criminal justice system execute the provisions of the
amendments. “You Be the Judge” scenarios encourage students’
assessment of the many ways given facts relate to the Constitution. New
to the Second Edition: Expanded section on methods of interpreting the
Constitution New cases cover: vehicle searches (Riley v. California) blood
and breath tests (Birchfield v. North Dakota) monitoring technology
(Grady v. North Carolina) Updated cases in the areas of gun control and
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first amendment issues Professors and students will benefit from: “You
be the Judge” feature encourages students to consider all sides of an
issue and broaden their understanding of the complexities of
constitutional law in the criminal justice context. Brief summaries of
landmark Supreme Court cases provide essential information and
insight. The relevant constitutional amendments are covered in terms of
both their historical basis and their interpretation and application today.
Clear writing speaks to a wide range of readers’ interest, perspective,
and preparation; the text is accessible to both majors and nonmajors in
courses at all levels. Written by a practicing attorney who has litigated
the issues, the text is authentic, current, approachable, and practical.
Comprehensive information on the complexities of constitutional law
relates to daily practice by courts, law enforcement, and other criminal
justice professionals The text is further enhanced by: A logical structure
and conceptual focus Learning Objectives and key term lists in each
chapter Stimulating questions in each chapter to test and assess student
understanding
Waller & Williams Criminal Law - Penny Crofts 2016
This new edition of the classic Waller & Williams Criminal Law text
retains its relevance in legal and policy debates in criminal justice,
providing a critical analysis of legal developments while remaining
accessible for students in law schools. The 13th edition includes new
leading cases from the principal appellate courts in New South Wales,
Victoria and the High Court of Australia, as well as the latest legislative
provisions that have significantly changed the fabric of the criminal law.
This book unites the principal authoritative sources of the criminal law
and a critical appraisal and evaluation of its doctrines. It offers
comparative and policy insights into legal developments of the two
common law jurisdictions of Victoria and New South Wales. Features*
Clear structure for each offence * Contextual notes on the development
of the law and its application * Critical policy appraisal of legal
developments * Extracts of key cases supplemented with explanations
and illustrations Related Titles Crofts, Criminal Law Elements, 5th ed,
2015 Howie & Johnson, LNAA Annotated Criminal Legislation New South
key-cases-criminal-law

Wales, 2016-2017 Nash, LNAA Annotated Criminal Legislation Victoria,
2016-2017
Landmark Cases in Criminal Law - Philip Handler 2017-05-04
Criminal cases raise difficult normative and legal questions, and are
often a consequence of compelling human drama. In this collection,
expert authors place leading cases in criminal law in their historical and
legal contexts, highlighting their significance both in the past and for the
present. The cases in this volume range from the fifteenth to the twentyfirst century. Many of them are well known to modern criminal lawyers
and students; others are overlooked landmarks that deserve
reconsideration. The essays, often based on extensive and original
archival research, range over a wide spectrum of criminal law, covering
procedure and doctrine, statute and common law, individual offences and
general principles. Together, the essays explore common themes,
including the scope of criminal law and criminalisation, the role of the
jury, and the causes of change in criminal law.
The American Dictionary of Criminal Justice - Dean J. Champion
2005
Combines a dictionary of key legal terms with an index of leading United
States Supreme Court cases indexed by type of case, such as death
penalty, right to counsel, and searches and seizures.
Constitutional and Administrative Law - Jamie Grace 2015-10-23
Key Facts Key Cases Constitutional & Administrative Law will ensure you
grasp the main concepts of your Constitutional & Administrative Law
module with ease. This book explains the facts and associated case law
for: - The European Court of Human Rights and the UK Supreme Court Devolution - Human rights law - EU membership - International law in
the UK Constitution Key Facts Key Cases is the essential series for
anyone studying law at LLB, postgraduate and conversion courses. The
series provides the simplest and most effective way to absorb and retain
all of the material essential for passing your exams. Each chapter
includes: diagrams at the start of chapters to summarise key points
structured headings and numbered points to allow for clear recall of the
essential points charts and tables to break down more complex
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information Chapters are also supported by a Key Cases section which
provides the simplest and most effective way to absorb and memorise
essential cases needed for exam success. Essential and leading cases are
explained The style, layout and explanations are user friendly Cases are
broken down into key components by use of a clear system of symbols for
quick and easy visual recognition
Key Cases: Criminal Law - Jacqueline Martin 2013-11-12
The Key Cases series provides a portable and effective way for you to
absorb and retain the essential facts needed to pass your exams
effortlessly.
Criminal Law - HENRY F. FRADELLA 2022-06-24
Criminal Law offers a unique hybrid approach to learning criminal law.
Most textbooks oversimply the law by presenting the black letter law for
major and defenses, but they rarely present any corresponding
exploration of the gray areas that exist beyond the basic rules of law.
Conversely, casebooks present numerous edited judicial opinions, often
with context. Criminal Law takes the best from each of these approaches
by merging textual pedagogy and case analyses into a coherent
framework that includes legal history, social context, and public policy.
Taking a historical approach, legal expert Henry F. Fradella presents the
law as it evolved from English common law and compares it with the
modern statutory approach to crimes set forth in the American Law
Institute's highly influential Model Penal Code. After providing such
comparative pedagogy for each crime or defense, Criminal Law presents
1-2 edited cases that allow the reader to contrast how the black letter
law plays out in the real world. After each case, a series of questions
challenge students to engage in critical thinking about the case and its
implications as precedent. Finally, chapters contain a number of
additional pedagogical features that focus on public policy concerns and
statutory interpretation skills using penal laws from a variety of U.S.
states.
Dictionary of American Criminal Justice - Dean J. Champion
2020-11-25
First Published in 1999. The Dictionary of American Criminal Justice is
key-cases-criminal-law

divided into two extensive sections: Part One is a dictionary that applies
an interdisciplinary approach to enhance its effectiveness as a one-stop
resource in explaining the American criminal justice system. Terms are
drawn from such disciplines as criminology, criminal justice, corrections,
probation/parole, juvenile justice, and policing. Many definitions are
accompanied by examples from the research literature, illustrating how
the terms apply in particular contexts. Also included are listings of
leading theorists of criminology, a synopsis of their major theoretical
contributions, and extracts from their written works. Part Two, providing
examples that demonstrate the concepts of the dictionary in action,
includes the most recent and significant U.S. Supreme Court cases--an
easy-to-read account of the events leading to each case, how the
Supreme Court decided the case, and the rationale used in each decision.
Students, researchers, and librarians can quickly and easily identify key
cases across a broad spectrum of topics by using indexes that list by
name and by category. For any researcher wishing to understand the
American criminal justice system, the Dictionary of American Criminal
Justice is a crucial reference text.
Criminal Law: Text, Cases, and Materials - Jonathan Herring 2012-04-19
Includes bibliographical references index.
Waller & Williams Criminal Law - Thalia Anthony 2013
A new team of authors have revised this classic Waller & Williams
Criminal Law text to retain its relevance in legal and policy debates in
criminal justice, provide a critical analysis of legal developments and
provide a book that is accessible to students in law schools. The 12th
edition includes new leading cases from the principal appellate courts in
New South Wales, Victoria and the High Court of Australia, as well as the
latest legislative provisions that have significantly changed the fabric of
the criminal law.This book unites the principal authoritative sources of
the criminal law and a critical appraisal and evaluation of its doctrines. It
offers comparative and policy insights into legal developments of the two
common law jurisdictions of Victoria and New South Wales. This updated
and revised edition has been rewritten to make it more seamlessly adapt
to teaching and learning through clearer delineations of the elements of
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each offence as well as greater contextual background. This review was
first published in the Law Institute Journal Victoria Vol 88 Issue 05 May
2014. Features• Clear structure for each offence• Contextual notes on
the development of the law and its application• Critical policy appraisal
of legal developments• Extracts of key cases supplemented with
explanations and illustrations
Criminal Law - Arnold H. Loewy 2004
Briefs of Leading Cases in Law Enforcement - Jeffery T. Walker
2011-10-12
This popular reference book briefs cases dealing with topics of primary
importance to law enforcement officials, including briefs of important
cases in the areas of stop and frisk, search and seizure, vehicle searches,
confessions and legal liabilities. Briefs of cases include capsule, facts,
issue, holding, reason and case significance. Includes list of "Top Ten"
Most Important Cases in Day-to-Day Policing
Criminal Law - Katheryn Russell-Brown 2015-01-30
An Interdisciplinary Approach Criminal Law provides students with an
integrated framework for understanding the U.S. criminal justice system
with a diverse and inclusive interdisciplinary approach and thematic
focus. Authors Katheryn Russell-Brown and Angela J. Davis go beyond
the law and decisions in court cases to consider and integrate issues of
race, gender, and socio-economic status with their discussion of criminal
law. Material from the social sciences is incorporated to highlight the
intersection between criminal law and key social issues. Case excerpts
and detailed case summaries, used to highlight important principles of
criminal law, are featured throughout the text. The coverage is
conceptual and practical, showing students how the criminal law applies
in the “real world”—not just within the pages of a textbook.
Criminal Law - John Kaplan 2021-01-31
Buy a new version of this Connected Casebook and receive access to the
online e-book, practice questions from your favorite study aids, and an
outline tool on CasebookConnect, the all in one learning solution for law
school students. CasebookConnect offers you what you need most to be
key-cases-criminal-law

successful in your law school classes— portability, meaningful feedback,
and greater efficiency. Criminal Law: Cases and Materials has long been
respected for its distinguished authorship. The late John Kaplan’s
extraordinary work continues with the scholarship of Robert Weisberg
and Guyora Binder in the Ninth Edition. This casebook’s renowned
interdisciplinary approach fuels class discussion as it enriches study.
Logically organized, the text addresses the purposes and limits of
punishment and considers the meaning and types of crime. Well-edited
cases, interesting materials, and clear notes combine with cutting-edge
issues and important social questions, such as whom and why we punish.
Especially strong are the sections addressing the phenomenon of mass
incarceration (including the movement towards prison abolition), the
theme of and challenges to racial justice in our criminal law system, and
the evolution of our laws on sexual assault. New to the Ninth Edition:
Addition of up-to-date empirical and public policy research as well as
expanded discussion of the role of constitutional law in the
criminalization of homelessness, and issues of racial justice on such
topics as criminal liability of police for use of lethal force and the
controversies over citizen’s arrest powers. Incorporation of new feminist
research in such areas as battered women’s self-defense and sexual
assault (including treatment of the ongoing efforts to revise the Model
Penal Code laws on rape). New historically informed treatment of felony
murder, including legislative and judicial developments in reform and
possible abolition of felony murder doctrine. Updated notes and
questions aimed at improving the casebook’s usefulness for exam
preparation. New case law on the challenges of applying criminal law in
the Internet world on such topics as possession of child pornography
images and criminal conduct through cyber-messaging. A fresh new
analytic guide on “impossible attempts”, designed to assist students with
this perennially challenging doctrine. Professors and student will benefit
from: Strong authorship team: The late John Kaplan, a storied teacher
and scholar; Weisberg and Binder, noted scholars in criminal law An
interdisciplinary approach Well-edited cases, interesting materials, and
clear notes Logical organization “Snapshot Review” exercises to aid
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students in exam preparation. Teaching materials Include: Improved
Teacher’s Manual designed to make casebook accessible and useful for
new professors. Includes suggested answers to “Snapshot Review”
questions. CasebookConnect features: ONLINE E-BOOK Law school
comes with a lot of reading, so access your enhanced e-book anytime,
anywhere to keep up with your coursework. Highlight, take notes in the
margins, and search the full text to quickly find coverage of legal topics.
PRACTICE QUESTIONS Quiz yourself before class and prep for your
exam in the Study Center. Practice questions from Examples &
Explanations, Emanuel Law Outlines, Emanuel Law in a Flash flashcards,
and other best-selling study aid series help you study for exams while
tracking your strengths and weaknesses to help optimize your study
time. OUTLINE TOOL Most professors will tell you that starting your
outline early is key to being successful in your law school classes. The
Outline Tool automatically populates your notes and highlights from the
e-book into an editable format to accelerate your outline creation and
increase study time later in the semester.
International Criminal Law: Cases and Commentary - the late Antonio
Cassese 2011-02-24
International Criminal Law: Cases and Commentary presents a
comprehensive, pragmatic explanation of the development of substantive
international criminal law through key illustrative cases from domestic
and international jurisdictions. Presents concise and stimulating
commentaries by the leading academics in the field.
WALLER & WILLIAMS CRIMINAL LAW TEXT AND CASES, 14TH
EDITION. - 2020
Criminal Law - Kevin Mcmunigal 2018-04-29
This problem-pedagogy casebook gives due attention to common law
cases but also emphasizes the importance of statutes in the modern
world. Innovative features, such as graphic exercises and diagrams of
crimes, are integrated with more traditional elements. Beginning with an
overview of the criminal justice system, the book goes on to devote
chapters to the following topics: punishment, making criminal law,
key-cases-criminal-law

conduct, mental states, homicide, causation, defenses, rape, attempted
crimes, complicity, consipracy, and theft. Criminal Law also includes an
appendix with relevant sections of the Model Penal Code.
Key Cases, Comments and Questions on Substantive Criminal Law
- Henry F. Fradella 1999-07
Examinations of cases with comments, analyses, and fully integrated
pedagogy to help students grasp challenging material and test their
knowledge through discussion questions.
Contract Law - Chris Turner 2014
Key Facts Key Cases: Contract Law will ensure you grasp the main
concepts of your Contract Law module with ease. This book explains in
concise and straightforward terms: The rules regarding formation of
contracts The contents of a contract Vitiating factors, factors which
invalidate an otherwise validly formed contract The rules on discharge of
contractual obligations Available remedies Key Facts Key Cases is the
essential series for anyone studying law at LLB, postgraduate and
conversion courses and professional courses such as ILEX. The series
provides the simplest and most effective way to absorb and retain all of
the material essential for passing your exams. Each chapter includes:
diagrams at the start of chapters to summarise key points structured
headings and numbered points to allow for clear recall of the essential
points charts and tables to break down more complex information Where
relevant, chapters also contain a Key Cases section which provides the
simplest and most effective way to absorb and memorise essential cases
needed for exam success. Essential and leading cases are explained The
style, layout and explanations are user friendly Cases are broken down
into key components by use of a clear system of symbols for quick and
easy visual recognition
Criminal Law - Jacqueline Martin 2011
The Key Cases series provides a portable and effective way for you to
absorb and retain the essential facts needed to pass your exams
effortlessly. Key features include: * Diagrams to summarise the key
points * Expert selection of cases * Recognisable and memorable
elements, including the key facts, key law, key principles, key judgments,
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key comments and key problems as appropriate in each case. * Cases for
comparison and contrast are highlighted to illustrate alternative opinions
and perspectives Supporting resources are available at
www.UnlockingTheLaw.co.uk where you will find extensive revision
materials including MCQs and Key Q&As Â
Key Cases: Criminal Law - Jacqueline Martin 2013-11-12
The Key Cases series provides a portable and effective way for you to
absorb and retain the essential facts needed to pass your exams
effortlessly.
Criminal Law - Katheryn Russell-Brown 2015-02-03
An Interdisciplinary Approach Criminal Law provides students with an
integrated framework for understanding the U.S. criminal justice system
with a diverse and inclusive interdisciplinary approach and thematic
focus. Authors Katheryn Russell-Brown and Angela J. Davis go beyond
the law and decisions in court cases to consider and integrate issues of
race, gender, and socio-economic status with their discussion of criminal
law. Material from the social sciences is incorporated to highlight the
intersection between criminal law and key social issues. Case excerpts
and detailed case summaries, used to highlight important principles of
criminal law, are featured throughout the text. The coverage is
conceptual and practical, showing students how the criminal law applies
in the “real world”—not just within the pages of a textbook.
Criminal Law By Storm - Lisa M. Storm 2015-07-17
Criminal Law By Storm begins with the foundations of law and the legal
system, then extensively explores criminal laws and defenses using
general state and federal principles, the Constitution, and the Model
Penal Code as guidelines. This engaging and interactive textbook will
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enhance your ability to be successful in academics or a career in law,
criminal justice, or paralegal. Lisa M. Storm, Esq. has taught at the
community college, four-year, and graduate levels since 1992. Currently,
she is a tenured faculty member in Administration of Justice at Hartnell
College, a California Community College. She is also an attorney and
licensed member of the California State Bar.
Criminal Law - Joycelyn M. Pollock 2010-04-07
Combining the best features of a casebook and a textbook, this classic
text deals with substantive criminal law, and explores the principles,
sources, distinctions and limitations of criminal law. Definitions and
elements of crimes are explained, and defenses to crimes are thoroughly
analyzed. Strengths continue to be the comprehensive footnotes,
coverage of the federal criminal code, and specific recognition of the
common law origins of modern law. Federal law coverage is now
consolidated into two chapters. Each chapter contains a list of key terms
that are defined in the glossary, guidance to help the student understand
what is important in each chapter, as well as a new Legal News section
that highlights current criminal law issues. Part II gives students the
opportunity to read real cases, with aids to help them identify the issues
and holdings. Each chapter includes outline, key terms and concepts,
guiudance to help the reader understand what is important in each
chapter, as well as a new Legal News section that highlights current
criminal law issues. Part II contains briefs of judicial decisions related to
the topics covered in the the text, in order to help the reader learn rule
of law as well as the reasoning of the court that guides future court
ruilngs. Part III contains the Constitution of the United States of
America, a Glossary and a Table of Cases.
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